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Abra ham Li ncol n wa s
nominated as the Republica n candidate for President M ay 18, 1860, at
the Se cond Republican
National Convention.
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The following quotations have been extracted from
various accounts of the second Republican Convention,
May 18, 1860, the day Abraham Lincoln was nominated. Republican organizations, civic groups, or interested persons, might want to mark this occasion with
statements or celebration of some sort. With this in
mind, the Republican National Committee has prepared
some background material wh ich might serve as sugges-j
tions for use.
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This great event, being marked in the United States
Congress with speeches by Republican Members of the
Congress, should serve as a source of great satisfaction
to people looking for enlightened leadership with a progressive flare. Such a man was Lincoln. His principles.
embodied in the 1860 Republican platform, are the principles Republicans believe today. It might be said of
Lincoln that he was the Shakespeare of politics. Just as
Shakespeare's words apply today, so do the words of
Lincoln, his pr inciples, and his philosophy, apply today
as we continue to look to the future for advances and
an even better way of life.
Today, 100 years after Lincoln's nomination as Republican candidate for President and subsequent election, we celebrate l00 years of progress--continual advancement for a general overall better life. Since Lin-

coin's election in 1860, there have been 14 Republican
President , and 4 Democrat Presidents.
Certainly our great advances and position as the foremost power in the world today-economically. culturally, militarily-can be attributed to sound principles as
they were et down and adopted at that second Republican Convention in Chicago, May 16, 17. and I !I. 1860.
LINCOLN NOMINATED

Abe Lincoln , 51 at the time of his nomination, wa
just four years older than Vice Pre ident ixon, present
candidate for the Republican nomination for Pre idenc.
For Vice President to run with Lincoln, the I 860
Convention elected Hannibal Hamlin, of Maine. Lincoln and Hamlin became the ticket of unity, progres .
individual rights and liberties-the winning team.
CHICAGO TRIBUNE ACCOUNT

An account in the hicago Tribune covering the
events of May 18. I 860. states: "It is absolutely impo ible to de cribe. It i equally impo ible for tho e not
present to imagine the cene in the Wigwam when Lincoln was nominated. Without attempting, therefore, to
convey an idea of the delirious cheers, the Babel of
joy and excitement, we may mention that strong men
wept like children, that two candidate for gubernatorial
chairs of their respective tates who looked to the nomination of hone t old Abe to carry the Republican candidates home through the storm. ank down in excessive
joy."
FROM SECONDING SPEECHES OF THE DELEGATES

MR. WILLIAM 1\1. EVARTS, CHAIRMAN OF
THE NEW YORK DELEGATION-"Hi fidelity to
the country, the constitution and the laws, his fideli ty to

tbe party and the principle that the majority govern, his
interest in the advancement of our party to its victory,
that our country may rise to its true glory, induces me to
assume to speak his entiments as I do indeed the opinions of our delegation, when I move you, as 1 do now,
that the nomination of Abraham Lincoln, of lllinois, a
the Republican candidate for the suffrages of the whole
country for the office of Chief Magistrate of the American Union. be made unanimous." (Enthusiastic cheers)

MR. JOHN A. ANDREW, CHAIRMAN OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS DELEGATION-"The Republican party is today, gentlemen, the only united national
party in America. It is the cause of liberty. By universal concession, it is the cause of the Union, as it is the
only party in the nation which stands by the Union and
holds no secession in its ranks ... the Democratic party
is the only secession party in existence. That Democracy, which with proud defiance, has arrogated constant of "National,'" exists only today in two sections,
one of which is absolutely devoted to slavery, and the
other of which is opposed to liberty.''

PRESIDENT OF THE CONVENTION, MR.
GEORGE ASHMUN, OF MASSACHUSETIS---"H
was my good fortune to have served with Mr. Lincoln
in the Congress of the United States, and I rejoice in
the opportunity to say that there was never elected to
the House of Representatives a purer, nor a more intelligent and loyal representative than Abraham Lincoln."'
(Great applause)
LINCOLN'S PHILOSOPHY

ON GOVERNMENT-"1n all that the people can
individually do as well for tbemselves, government
ought not to interfere."

". . . . We hold the true Republican position. In
leaving the people's business in their hands, we can not
be wrong."
"The legitimate object of government, is to do for a
community of people, whatever they need to have done.
but can not do, at all, or can not, so well do, for themselve - in their separate, and individual capacities.''

FAITH lN THE PEOPLE-"This country, with its
institutions, belongs to the people who inhabit it. Whenever they shall grow weary of the existing government.
!hey .~an exercise their constitutional right to amend
II ...

"If destruction be our lot, we must ourselves be it
author and finisher. As a nation of free men, we must
live through all time or die by suicide:'

LIBERTY AND SECURJTY-"lt has long been a
grave question whether any government, not too strong
for the liberties of its people, can be strong enough to
maintain its own existence, in great emergencies."
"Those who deny freedom others, deserve it not for
themselves; and , under a just God, can not long retain
it.,,
".. . if there is any thing which it is the duty of the
whole people to never entrust to any hands but their
own, that thing is the preservation and perpetuity, of
their own liberties, and institutions."
PEACE AND WAR-". .. The man does not live
who is more devoted to peace than I am. None who
would do more to preserve it. But it may be necessary
to put the foot down firmly.'·
RELIGION AND GOD-"The purposes of the Almighty are perfect, and must prevail, though we erring
mortals may fail to accurate.ly perceive them in ad-

vance. We hoped for a happy termination of this terrible war before this; but God knows best, and has ruled
otherwise. We shall yet acknowledge His wisdom and
our own error therein."

ON LABOR- "! am glad to see that a system of
labor exists in New England under which laborers can
strike when they want to, where they are not obliged to
work under all circumstances, and are not tied down
and obliged to work whether you pay them or not. I
like a system that lets a man quit when he wants to, and
wish it might prevail everywhere. One of the reasons I
am opposed to slavery is just here:·
ON MANAGEMENT-''I don't believe in a law to
prevent a man from getting rich; it would do more harm
than good. So while we do not propose war on capital,
we do wish to allow the humblest man an equal chance
to get rich with everybody else. When one starts poor,
as most do, in the face of life, free society is such that
he knows he can better his condition; he knows that
there is no fixed condition of labor for his whole life."
LINCOLN QUOTES OF A GENERAL NATURE:

" . . . truth is generally the best vindication against
slander."
"I hope to stand firm enough to not go backward,
and yet not go forward fast enough to wreck the country's cause."
" . . . I shall try to correct errors when shown to be
errors; and I shall adopt new views so fast as they shall
appear to be true views."

WHEN LINCOLN ACCEPTED THE NOMINATION, HE WROTE THE FOLLOWING: "The declaration of principles and sentiments which accompanies

your letter meets my approval; and it hall be my care
not to violate it or disregard it in any part."

HERE ARE SOME OF THE "PRINCIPLES AND
SENTIME TS" LI COLN ENDORSED, AS TAKEN
FROM THE 1860 PLATFORM. from section 2:
"... the Federal Constitution, the rights of the States.
and the Union of the States must and shall be preserved."
from section 4: "That the maintenance inviolate of
the rights of the States, and especially the right of each
State to order and control its own dome tic institutions
according to its own judgment exclu ively, is essential
to that balance of power on which the perfection and
endurance of our political fabric depends;·'
from section 5: "The present Democratic Administration has far exceeded our worst apprehensions, in its
measureless subserviency to the exactions of a sectional
interest .. . in its attempted enforcement everywhere,
on land and sea, through the intervention of Congress
and of the Federal courts, of the extreme pretensions of
a purely local interest; and in its general and unvarying
abuse of the power entrusted to it by a confiding
people."
from section 6: 'That the people justly view with
alarm the reckless extravagance which pervades every
department of the Federal Government; that a return
to rigid economy and accountability is indispensable to
arrest the systematic plunder of the public Treasury by
favored partisans."
from section 8: ··... ordained that 'no person should
be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due
process of law,' it becomes our duty, by legislation.
whenever such legislation is necessary , to maintain this

prov1SJon of the Constitution against all attempts to
violate it;•·
from section 12: "That while providing revenue for
the support of the General Government by duties upon
imports, sound policy requires such an adjustment of
these imports as to encourage the development of the
industrial interests of the whole country; and we comment that policy of the national exchanges which secures
to the workingman liberal wages, to agriculture remunerative prices, to mechanics and manufacturers an adequate reward for their skill, labor and enterprise, and to
the nation commercial prosperity and independence."
from section 14: "That the Republican party is opposed to any change in our naturalization laws, or any
State legislation by which the rights of citizens hitherto
accorded to immigrants from foreign lands shall be
abridged or impaired; and in favor of giving a full and
efficient protection to the rights of all classes of citizens.
whether native or naturalized, both at home and
abroad."
from section 15: ·That appropriations by Congress
for river and harbor improvements of a national character, required for the accommodation and security of
an existing commerce, are authorized by the Constitution and justified by the obligation of Government to
protect the lives and property of its citizens:·

Republican National Commillee
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